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2. Screen 
& breed

3. Edit w/ 
intention

Life goes as four regimes  
1. Natural 
lineages

4. Synthetic 
& lineage 
agnostic



1. Lineage 
land

2/3. Screen 
& Edit

2/3. Screen 
& Edit

4. Lingeage 
agnostic

Regime 4 is the most different, 
powerful, and important



The living bridges of Cherrapunji, India are made from the roots of the Ficus elastica tree. (http://rootbridges.blogspot.com/)

Reproducing, 
growing, & 

healing materials

~90 terawatts; 
pre-distributed

Massively functional 

Living ramifications

Biology is nature’s 
nanotechnology

http://rootbridges.blogspot.com


(2) lineage-agnostic organisms
(1) biology + internet = bionet

What could we do?



Paris ~500AD Paris ~2025AD

Energy,  
Information,  
& Matter mostly local  
& all limiting…

Energy,  
Information,  
& Matter all networked  
& none limiting…

Why should we do it?
We can soon realize the practical capacities to support 10 billion people in 

partnership with nature.  Mastery of living matter essential ingredient. 



Jefferson to 
Adams re: 
“natural 
aristocracy” 
October 1813

Why must we do it?



https://oaklandunderfoot.com/2016/12/23/old-concrete-in-the-west-bay/



https://www.kqed.org/science/466518/surprise-tree-rings-not-limited-to-trees-rocks-have-them-too



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aqueduct_of_Segovia



https://www.fosterandpartners.com/projects/millau-viaduct/

Implied — not necessary to change the very molecules of life too much

Implied — we will enable the construction of artifacts unseen in nature







Essential genes of unknown function

Unknown functions that are essential









Can we build a cell from lifeless components?



Eric Wei, unpublished

Can PURE beget PURE?



Eric Wei, unpublished

Qualitatively? looking good, baby steps
Quantitatively?  ~30-fold too weak



Essential genes of 
unknown function

Unknown functions 
that are essential

“what we find in nature 
we do not understand”       
        — D. Endy

“what I cannot create 
I do not understand”

   — R. Feynman



Aponte-Rivera, Gonzalez, & Zia 
Phys Rev Fluids (2016); J. Fluid Mech (2018)

Physico-chemical forces w/ high fidelity from 5x size of water 
molecule up to whole-cell size for hours real-time evolution. 

Detailed positions, trajectories, self-assembly, structure, 
osmotic pressure, diffusion, phase transitions. 

Stokesian dynamics simulation, many-body long-range 
hydrodynamic interactions, lubrication interactions, 

attractive forces, long-range repulsion,  
(NOT ONLY) Brownian motion

Essential physics of living systems

Roseanna Zia
Emma Gonzalez

Alp Sunol





E.g., is Brownian diffusion alone 
sufficient to supply elongating 
ribosomes w/ charged tRNA?

Maheshwari et al., unpublished

https://youtu.be/q_n0Ij3K_Ho
Ramakrishnan Group @ LMB



https://youtu.be/pbGRZZwX9Q8

We are starting to be able to see…

https://jensenlab.caltech.edu/movies/

https://med.stanford.edu/news/all-news/2018/05/slac-stanford-open-facility-for-
cryogenic-electron-microscopy.html





Jackson-Smith, unpublished

We now know how to get organized



Jackson-Smith, unpublished

We now know how to get organized









buildacell.io
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buildacell.io

4th USA “build-a-cell” workshop
8 February 2019

JCVI @ La Jolla, CA



We choose to build the cells  
and do the other things,

Gaps in understanding, tools, and portfolio 
can all now be addressed directly,

~10 years, ~1.25 billion dollars, 
unapologetically organized,

Inaction guarantees ceding future of 
life; success enables flourishing. 


